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Respondent has violated the Florida Civil Rights Act of 1992, as Amended, in3.

ways including but not limited to the following sections of Chapter 760 of that Act,

including Sections 760.10(1)(a), (2), (7), and (8)(b). These sections define and proscribe

unlawful employment practices actionable under this Chapter including but not limited to

discrimination on the basis of an individual’s race in respect to hiring, discharge, the

setting of compensation, terms, conditions, or privileges of employment, promotions,

provision of benefits, access to training or other employment opportunities, retirement

Petitioner contends that such unlawful employment practices werebenefits, etc.

committed by Respondent against Petitioner and other similarly situated African

American individuals and employees, and that such practices were committed against

said class, and that Petitioner seeks to and is capable of representing the interests of said

class.

Petitioner seeks relief under Chapter 760 of the Florida Civil Rights Act of 1992,5.

as Amended, including but not limited to sections 760.11(1), (4)(b), (5), and (6), and

includes but is not limited to provisions for affirmative relief from the effects of the

unlawful employment practices including back pay, compensatory damages, mental

anguish, loss of dignity, punitive damages, other intangible injuries, etc. Petitioner

contends that such unlawful employment practices were committed by Respondent

against Petitioner and other similarly situated African American individuals and

employees, and that such practices caused damages to said class recoverable under the

provisions of the Act, and that Petitioner seeks to and is capable of representing the

interests of said class.
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(b) The name, address, and telephone number of the petitioner; the name, address,
and telephone number of the petitioner's representative, if any, which shall be the address
for service purposes during the course of the proceeding; and an explanation of how the
petitioner's substantial interests will be affected by the agency determination;

Name and address of Petitioner’s attorney,
Matthew W. Dietz, Esq.
999 Ponce De Leon Blvd.
Suite 735
Coral Gables, FL 33134
Tel. (305) 669-2822
Fax: (305) 442-4181
TTY: (786) 621-5647
E-mail: matthewdietz@usdisabilitvlaw.com
The petitioner’s substantial interest to be free from discrimination in the purchase of

tickets from a nationwide distributor of tickets to local events will be affected by the
agency’s determination.

(c) A statement of when and how the petitioner received notice of the agency decision

Petitioner received notice of the agency decision on or about June 30, 2004.
(d) A concise statement of the ultimate facts alleged, including the specific facts the

petitioner contends warrant reversal or modification of the agency's proposed action:

Petitioner, TAMMY STEVENS, is a resident of Duval County, Florida,1.

and a qualified individual with disabilities under the Florida Civil Rights

Act and the Americans with Disabilities Act and currently needs a

wheelchair for mobility assistance.

On February 22, 2004, Tammy Stevens went online to Ticketmasler’s2.
website to buy eight tickets for the 2004 Monster Jam Superbowl of

Motorsport at the Alltel Stadium in Jacksonville Florida which was to take

place on Saturday, February 28th at 7:30 pm. The eight tickets were for

herself, her husband, her three children and her sister’s family of three.

Ms. STEVENS is the only person who requires a wheelchair.

Ticketmaster was the sole distributor of tickets for the event.3.

Law Offices of Matthew Dietz, P.L.*999 Ponce de Leon Blvd.*Suite 735*Coral Gables, Florida 33134
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The website operated by Ticketmaster directs a person with disabilities to

a page in which entitled “request accessible tickets” page which details the

disparate policies of Ticketmaster is attached as Exhibit “A”, which states,

4.

in part:

Accessible seating areas are solely for disabled persons
and their companions.

By purchasing an accessible seating ticket through
Ticketmaster, you agree to the following:

The ticket will be used only by a disabled person and
his/her companion. A ticket holder may be denied entry to,
or removed from, the accessible seating area if he or she is
not disabled or the legitimate companion. If this occurs, the
venue shall have no obligation to provide alternate seating.

For the non-disabled customer, see Exhibit “B”, “Where I Can Buy5.

Tickets”. Persons without disabilities could get the seats they want on a

24/7 basis without restriction.

On February 23, 2004, pursuant to the direction on the website, STEVENS6.
called TicketMaster and was told she was informed that she could only

buy two (2) tickets to sit together, one for her and one for a companion.

7. STEVENS explained to the TICKETMASTER employee that her family

consisted of five people (5) and she needed an additional three tickets (3)

for her sister, making a total of eight. STEVENS told the Ticketmaster

employee that she understood about the companion seat being right by

wheelchair space and that she would like the additional six (6) seats to be

located on the row right below me. The Ticketmaster employee said they

Law Offices of Matthew Dietz, P.L.*999 Ponce de Leon Blvd.*Suite 735*Coral Gables, Florida 33134
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were unable to seat the additional seats in front of her. Stevens then

explained that she had young children and that they could not be left alone

someplace at the event with 50,000 or so guests. The employee was still

unable to assist Stevens. She then asked for a supervisor and got the same

response.

8. STEVENS was then advised by TICKETMASTER to call the event

location to order the tickets.

9. Then on February 23, 2004, STEVENS called Alltel Stadium and was

unable to talk with a live person. She left a message for a return call back.

10. Again, on February 24, 2004, Stevens called Alltel Stadium again and left

another detailed message requesting a phone call back, which she did not

receive.

11. On February 24, 2004, STEVENS drove to Alltel Stadium to see if she

could buy the tickets there. STEVENS could not find the office or any

place to purchase the tickets.

12. On February 25, 2004, STEVENS called Ticketmaster again trying to find

a phone number. STEVENS was then again told to call the event location.

13. On February 25, 2004, STEVENS called the Jacksonville Veteran's

Memorial Arena. STEVENS called and spoke with a person that answered

the phone. She took STEVENS name and phone, number of seats

requesting, and credit card information. She said someone would call her

back and let me know if they had any tickets available.

Law Offices of Matthew Dietz, P.L.*999 Ponce de Leon Blvd.*Suite 735*Coral Gables, Florida 33134
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On February 25, 2004, STEVENS received a called back telling her that14.

she needed to pick up the tickets on Friday.

On February 27, 2004, STEVENS went to the Jacksonville Veteran's15.

Memorial Arena to pickup the tickets. STEVENS was told they cost $152

and they additional six (6) tickets were seated right below the wheelchair

location.

The Petitioner objects to the admissibility of the Investigator’s summary in16.

that he erred in his interpretation of 760 and 509, in his comments to Ms.

Stevens’ attorney, he stated that only one companion seat was “medically

necessary”. The investigator based his decision upon an incorrect

interpretation of Fla. Stat. 760, finding that Ticketmaster obligation was

limited to providing one companion seat. This demonstrates a lack of

understanding of the requirements of reasonable accommodation

requirements and equal treatment requirements pursuant to the Florida

Civil Rights Act and the Americans with Disabilities Act, 42 U.S.C. §

12182.

Accessible seating for her and adjacent seating for her family was17.

available, as Ms. Stevens obtained tickets through alternate means other

than from Ticketmaster. Ms. Stevens disputes that she was even given the

opportunity by Ticketmaster to purchase seats for her family as close to

her as possible.

Law Offices of Matthew Dietz, P.L.*999 Ponce de Leon Blvd.*Suite 735*Coral Gables, Florida 33134
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18. As the sole distributor of advance sale tickets for the events, Ticketmaster

has engaged in practices that discriminate against persons who need

wheelchairs by:

a. Not permitting persons in wheelchairs to purchase accessible seating

on line;

b. Not allowing a person with a disability to purchase more than an

accessible seat and a companion with such accessible seat;

c. Not allowing minor children to be seated by their parent in the

accessible seating section when such spaces were available;

d. Refusing to reserve seats for family members adjacent to the

accessible seating section; and

e. Refusing to accommodate families or groups of people, one of whom

is a wheelchair user, to be seated together by making reasonable

modifications in their policies by contacting the venue to secure

appropriate seating.

As a result of Ticketmaster’s promulgation of discriminatory policies and19.

procedures, TAMMY STEVENS, and all persons who require the use of a

wheelchair for mobility have been discriminated against.

(e) A statement of the specific rules or statutes the petitioner contends require
reversal or modification of the agency's proposed action

Courts construe the Florida Civil Rights Act in conformity with the federal Americans

with Disabilities Act of 1990, 42 U.S.C. § 12182, et seq. and apply federal case law when

dealing with these claims. McCaw Cellular Communications of Florida, Inc, v. Kwiatek,

Law Offices of Matthew Dietz, P.L.*999 Ponce de Leon Blvd.*Suite 735*Coral Gables, Flonda 33134
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763 So.2d 1063 (Fla. 4th DCA 1999); King v. Auto. Truck. Indus. Parts and Supply, Inc.,

21 F.Supp.2d 1370 (N.D.Fla. 1998). Section 760.11, Florida Statutes grants a remedy for

Florida Statute section 760.08 (2003)any violations of sections 760.01 to 760.10.

provides as follows:

All persons shall be entitled to the full and equal enjoyment of the goods,
services, facilities, privileges, advantages, and accommodations of any
place of public accommodation, as defined in this chapter, without
discrimination or segregation on the ground of race, color, national origin,
sex, handicap, familial status, or religion

Section 760.08, is similar to 42 U.S.C. § 12182(a), and should be interpreted similarly.

There is no dispute that Ticketmaster does not offer the same method or ease of

purchasing tickets for its customers with disabilities, and excludes persons with

disabilities who have family or friends, and it lacks any rationale to support their

disparate treatment of the disabled and their discriminatory behavior. Recently, the

Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals decided Rendon v. Vallvcrest Productions. LTD., 294

F.3d 1279 (11th Cir. 2002), which held that the qualifying contest which required use of

fast fingers and a telephone stated a cause of action under the ADA because it was an

eligibility barrier to the persons appearance at the event. The Rendon court held that the

ADA covers “intangible banners, such as eligibility requirements and screening rules or

discriminatory policies and procedures that restrict a disabled person’s ability to enjoy the

defendant entity’s goods, services, and privileges.” Id. at 1283. Along with the

obligation to provide accessible seating, a facility has the obligation to make

modifications in policies, practices or procedures, when such modifications are necessary

to afford such goods, services, facilities, privileges, advantages, or accommodations to

Law Offices of Matthew Dietz, P.L.*999 Ponce de Leon Blvd.*Suite 735*Coral Gables, Florida 33134
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42 U.S.C. § 12182(b)(2)(A)(ii). This includes theindividuals with disabilities.

requirement that person is wheelchairs have a equal opportunity to obtain equivalent

seating Fortyune v, American Multi-Cinema, Inc, 2004 U.S. App. LEXIS 7235 (9th Cir

2004).

The policies of Ticketmaster which just allow one companion with the person in a

wheelchair is absolutely unreasonable as it would be no additional burden for Ticket

Master to call or arrange with the entertainment facility to assure that the other family

members of the person in a wheelchair can be seated by them. Further, there is no reason

why Ticketmaster cannot automate the purchasing procedures to give the person with a

disability the same 24/7 access as a person without a disability to purchase a ticket.

Ticketmaster’s policy of only allowing a person in a wheelchair to go with one

companion serves as an eligibility bar for people in wheelchairs who have a family of

more than one or friends.

(f) Class action allegations

A. There is a well defined community of interest in the questions of law and fact

involved affecting the parties to be represented in that they were all denied

their civil right to full and equal accommodations related to the ability to

purchase tickets from the Respondent herein.

B. Common questions of law and fact predominate. Among them are the

common duties that Respondent owes to Petitioner, and the class she

represents, and what remedy the Petitioner and the class is owed due to the

Respondent’s violations of the Florida Civil Rights Act. Another common

question of law is the application of the Florida Civil Rights Act and the

Law Offices of Matthew Dietz, P.L.*999 Ponce de Leon Blvd.*Suite 735*Coral Gables, Florida 33134
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standards for such non-discriminatory policies and procedures. Similarly, the

claims and defenses to be raised by and against the parties herein are typical

of the claims or defenses which would be raised by the members of the class if

they were a party to this action.

C. The relief sought herein is for the benefit of all members of the class and

consistent injunctive relief should be provided for each injured parties who

have suffered on account of the respondent’s failure to comply with law.

D. Prosecution of this matter by individual members of the class would only

create a risk of inconsistent and varying adjudications and the establishment

of incompatible standards by Respondent and adjudications that may be

dispositive of the interests of the other class members.

E. The individual petitioner will fairly and adequately protect the interests of the

class she seek to represent. She is are committed to vigorously litigating this

matter. To that end, she has retained counsel experienced in handling class

claims. Neither Petitioner nor her counsel has any interest which might cause

them not to vigorously pursue this claim.

F. A class action is a superior method for the fair and efficient adjudication of

this controversy and these claims should be certified pursuant to Rule 60Y-

5.008, Florida Rules of Administrative Procedure.

(g) A statement of the relief sought by the petitioner, stating precisely the action
petitioner wishes the agency to take with respect to the agency's proposed action.

The petitioner and the class she purports to represent demand relief pursuant to Fla. Stat.

§ 760.11(5), enjoining Ticketmaster from continuing its discriminatory treatment of

Law Offices of Matthew Dietz, P.L.*999 Ponce de Leon Blvd.*Suite 735*Coral Gables, Florida 33134
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persons with disabilities, including revising its website to permit persons with disabilities

to purchase tickets with similar terms to those who are not disabled and permitting

persons with disabilities to have additional companions or family members to sit in the

immediate vicinity of their seating space, when seating is available. Petitioner and the

class is also entitled to compensatory damages for inconvenience, mental anguish and

loss of dignity, as well as punitive damages for the publication and promulgation of this

discriminatory policy for years after discrimination against the disabled has been

prohibited. Petitioner is entitled to Respondent providing notice to the class as well as

paying her attorneys’ fees and costs for prosecuting this action.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

WE HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was

sent via U.S. Mail to: Tim O’Leary, General Manager, Ticketmaster, L.L.C.

Ticketmaster, 225 East Robinson Street, Suite 355, Orlando, Florida 32801 thiso?ffiday
of July, 2004.

>/a

LAW OFFICES OF MATTHEW W. DIETZ, P.L.

999 Ponce DeLeon Blvd. Ste 735
Coral Gables, Florida 33134 ^—»

Phone (305) 669-2822 ^^ /
Facsimile (305) 44^4181 /

MATT:
FL. BA

Z, ESQUIRE
.: 0084905

Law Offices of Matthew Dietz, P.L.*999 Ponce de Leon Blvd.*Suite 735*Coral Gables, Florida 33134
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© Help Index
Frequently Asked Questions About Buying Tickets

Ticket FAQs
My Account
Check.My_0.rder
Customer Service
Policies & Terms of
Use

Got questions about getting tickets to events? Ever wondered what those charges are for? Check out this t
buying guide and find out everything you ever wanted to know about purchasing tickets through Ticketma:>

y

>
Ticket Avaiiabilitv Explained

Ticket Cpst_s_£xpjajned
Buy.in.g_Uckets
Customer Service
Whe_re_Can.IBuy Tickets?

y

Ticket Availability Explained

v Can I improve my odds for getting tickets by purchasing via one particular distribution chanm
When an event goes on sale, tickets can be purchased online, by phone or in person. We do not reserve
specific amount of tickets for different distribution channels, so the odds of getting tickets are the same t

matter how you choose to get your tickets. (Please note that phone centers and ticket outlets generally c
sell tickets for a specific geographic region.)

From time to time, promoters conduct "internet only pre-sales" or other promotions that are available vi<
one distribution channel. In such a promotion, you can only purchase tickets through that particular distr
channel.

Find out more.

Why do tickets sell out so quickly for popular events?
When a popular event goes on sale there are literally hundreds and sometimes thousands of customers
simultaneously attempting to purchase tickets across all distribution channels. Like any limited commodil
tickets are sold as long as seats are available, and sometimes they go quickly. If 500 fans are simultane<
buying four tickets each, 2,000 tickets can be sold in a matter of seconds! It's the same reason why a ty
18,000-seat arena can sell out in a few minutes.

Also, in many cases, tickets are held by the promoter or venue or have been pre-sold to season ticket he
for the entire run of the event reducing the quantity of tickets available for purchase through Ticketmast
the general public.
Why are "better" tickets sometimes available« 4 P

...a few minutes after the event goes on sale?
When customers find avaifable tickets either online or through any of the other access points, those ticke
actually reserved while the customer considers the purchase. During that period, which lasts for only a fc
minutes, no one else can view or purchase those tickets. If the customer decides not to buy the tickets, l
are "released” and become available to other purchasers. So if a customer is looking at 10th row center i
and decides not to buy, those seats become available for another customer.

...days after the event goes on sale?
A venue may release more tickets for Ticketmaster to sell as the event date approaches. This happens fc
several reasons such as 1) The artist or team may no longer need the tickets that were held when the ev
originally went on sale, or 2) Once the stage or event area is set up, the venue has a better idea about w
seats are obstructed. Sometimes events are so popular that even seats with obstructed views are releast
sale!

Additionally, sometimes a customer attempts to buy tickets but their credit card is declined. If Ticketmas
unable to contact the customer to secure a valid credit card or billing address, Ticketmaster may cancel t

http://www.ticketmaster.eom/h/faq.html
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order and release the tickets for sale. Tickets may also be re-released if a customer does not follow

Ticketmaster ’s published ticket limits or other terms of use.

MayI exchange my tickets if better seats become available later or if a second show is annoui

No. As with all Ticketmaster ticket sales, there are no refunds, exchanges or cancellations.

Why does Ticketmaster enforce a time limit when making purchases online?
When you are shopping for tickets, you are "holding" real inventory. No one else can purchase those tick
unless you release them. Due to high demand, we've implemented a time limit during the checkout proci

Each checkout page is assigned a different time limit based on the type of information we need from you

you exceed the posted time on the page, the tickets you are holding are released for others to purchase,

have about 5 minutes in total to complete your purchase. This gives as many people as possible a chano
purchase tickets.

TIP: To speed through the checkout process, register your billing information with Ticketmaster prior to
purchasing tickets.

> Why are there limits on how many ticketsI can buy?
The venue or artist/event management will typically impose a ticket limit per customer, credit card or ad
in order to provide ticket access to as many fans as possible. Ticket limits vary depending on the type of
or the anticipated demand for tickets. Check the event information area of the purchase page for more
information on ticket limits for your event. Please adhere to published ticket limits, If we determine that
ticket limit has been exceeded, we may cancel an order, or part of an order, without notice, and may evt

cancel a ticket that has already been delivered rendering it unusable without notice.

Prevent your tickets from being released
Please use only one browser window at a time (on the same computer) to hold tickets. If you open a nev
browser and order a different set of tickets, the tickets held in the previous browser will be released for s
other customers. This helps us to prevent attempts to use automated programs to block other customers
getting tickets.

Buying Tickets
Are there other waysI can purchase tickets to events lam interested in attending?
Promoters sometimes conduct pre-sales or special promotions. A pre-sale typically occurs online a few d«

weeks before tickets go on sale to the general public. A percentage of all tickets for the event are made
available during the pre-sale. Check our website often for new pre-sales or register at Ticketmaster and ?

to be notified of upcoming special events.

Ticketmaster works with some sports teams to make it possible for customers to purchase tickets to garr

online from season ticket holders. For a list of tickets posted for sale by season ticket holders through th«

of Ticketmaster's technology, as well as information on how you can purchase them, visit
teamexchanae.ticketmaster.com.

Many venues also make tickets available at their box office. To find contact information for a specific box

search for the venue name on our website, then click on the venue information link.
What is an Internet Presale?
Occasionally, some events will be available to purchase over the Internet in advance of the general publi

onsale. These presales frequently require a password that may be distributed by the venue, artist, team,
promoter of either the event or the presale, or distributed by Ticketmaster. Often, these passwords are
distributed to exclusive members of dubs or certain other types of groups and cannot be offered to mem
the public. Links may be published on the Event Information page at the time of presale. Ticketmaster d
by-phone and Customer Service representatives usually cannot give out passwords. If an event is schedi
presale and we are authorized to publish so in advance, the event page may list an "Internet Presale" da
the ticket onsale information. When entering your presafe password, please ensure you are entering it in

appropriate box: A presale password is not the same as your My Account password .

Internet presales are usually sold from an allotment of seats, which may not reflect the same availability
the public onsale. Internet presales provide the advantage of exclusive purchasing windows in advance o
public onsale, which often results in less people competing for the pool of available seats. However, Inter
presales may also have limited seating available in various areas - these presales are intended as advam
purchasing windows and do not necessarily provide access to better seating. In fact, it is possible that yc
be able to obtain tickets for better seats at the general public onsale than those that you purchase throu<

presale. We must remind you that Ticketmaster does not offer refunds or exchanges, so you will not be £

replace the tickets you obtain at a presale with other tickets that subsequently become available.

^ Why is it that sometimes Ihear about an event that is supposed to go on sale, but whenI call

http://www.ticketmaster.eom/h/faq.html 7/23/2004
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Ticketmaster or visit a Ticketmaster Ticket Center they don’t know anything about it?

Often, the venue or promoters prefer to wait until all terms about the event are finalized to protect the
consumer from being misinformed. We don't release any information until we receive authorization from

promoter or venue; sometimes, this can happen after the media has already begun publicizing the event

My tickets say 'General Admission.’ What does that mean?
General Admission refers to seating or standing areas that are not assigned or reserved, and are occupie

first -come, first-served basis. When purchasing tickets for a General Admission event, you may be quote

section, row, and seat numbers, however these are for inventory purposes only and do not reflect any ac

seating location. Please ensure you carefully read the Event Information and Ticket Information screens >

purchasing tickets: Any information on whether your tickets are General Admission will be posted on one
both of these screens. Seating arrangements vary for each event, and there may or may not be seats of

kind available. Ticketmaster cannot guarantee seating for any event that is sold as General Admission.
Return to too of th>

Ticket Costs Explained

Ticket costs are based on the following:

Face Value of a Ticket
The face value of a ticket is determined by the promoter, venue, or artist. Ticketmaster does not determ
face value of tickets.

Facility Charge
The purpose for this charge varies from venue to venue. Not all venues charge a facility charge. Ticketm;

does not determine the facility charge. The facility charge is not retained by Ticketmaster; it is remitted I

venue.
Convenience Charge
This fee covers costs that allow Ticketmaster to provide the widest range of available tickets while giving

multiple ways to purchase. Tickets are available in many neighborhoods via local ticket outlet locations, <
telephone reservation system and ticketmaster.com. Tickets can be purchased through at least one distr
channel virtually 24 hours a day. The convenience charge varies by event and is determined by negotiati

with arena operators, promoters and others based on costs for each event.
Is the convenience charge always the same no matter where I buy my tickets?
No, the convenience charge will vary depending upon where you purchase the tickets. There is typically t

convenience charge when you drive to a box office to purchase tickets. A convenience charge is applied \

you purchase from the Internet, phone or ticket outlet (e.g., at your local department store) and this chc
may vary depending upon Ticketmaster's local agreements with its venue, promoter and outlet partners.

Order Processing Fee
The order processing fee covers the cost to fulfill your ticket request when you purchase the tickets onlin
by phone. This charge includes services like taking and maintaining your order on our ticketing systems,
arranging for shipping and/or coordinating with the box office will call. It is applied to an entire order. Bo

venue or promoter and Ticketmaster determine the charge on an event-by-event basis. In almost all cas
additional delivery prices may be charged based on the delivery method that you choose.

Taxes
City, state, and local taxes (and for Canada, provincial and Federal Goods and Services taxes) are typica

included in the face value of the ticket.

Delivery Price
A variety of delivery options are available for most events. For more detailed information on the delivery

tickets, please review Delivery Methods. Delivery prices will be displayed during the purchase process at

point where you select the shipping method. Generally, standard mail and will call (but not international
call for US events), as well as Canadian Ticket Centre pick up, will all be free, although there will still be .
order processing fee, and occasionally delivery prices may in fact be charged (i.e., occasionally the deliv«
price for these options will not be free). Consequently, we recommend that you carefully review the deliv
prices in the delivery method section of the purchase process before selecting these options to be sure. /
other delivery options, including, but not limited to, FedEx, UPS, Canada Post Priority Courier, ticketFast
International Will Call, generally require the payment of a delivery price, which will be reflected during th
purchase process at the point where you select the shipping method.

TIP: Check back often!
As the event date approaches, the venue may release tickets that were previously held for the artist or t
Why are tickets released?
•The artist or team may no longer need the tickets that were held when the event originally went on sal

Once the stage or event area is set up, the venue has a better idea about which seats are obstructed.
Sometimes events are so popular that even seats with obstructed views are released for sale!

Customer Service

http://www.ticketmaster.eom/h/faq.html 7/23/2004
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Who handles refunds?
The decision of whether or not to allow refunds is made by the venue or promoter. Ticketmaster assume'

responsibility for making any such decision, and will have no responsibility to issue refunds. However, if .
refund is issued, then it will be Ticketmaster who will process refunds for those tickets sold through our

Internet sites, call centers and ticket outlets. Please note that delivery prices and certain other fees 3SSO'

with a ticket order will not be refunded. Please see Cancelled/Postponed Events for more details.

> How are cancellations, postponements and artist venue changes handled?
Occasionally, events are cancelled by the promoter, team, band or venue. Should this occur, and if you
purchased your tickets online or through the phones, you may receive a refund or exchange for that eve

Please note that delivery and order processing fees cannot be refunded.

> What if I don't receive my tickets?
If you do not receive your tickets by 3 business days prior to an event, call your local Customer Service
Department immediately. Be prepared with the confirmation number for your account, or the purchasing

Card. The agent will determine the nature of the problem, and if your tickets are replaceable, instruct yo

where and when to pick up your replacement tickets. This is normally done at the Box Office prior to the

and the tickets are marked as "Replacement" so that they are easily identified as the valid tickets. Replai

tickets can only be picked up by the Credit Card holder with the original credit card used in the purchase

Where Can I Buy Tickets?

Online
Buy tickets securely, at your convenience, day or night, 365 days a year.
(Note: For a brief window late each night, transactions are not processed as our ticketing system goes th
maintenance.)
•Find event and venue information 24 hours a day.
•New! Select ticketFast as your delivery option and you can print your tickets directly from your comput

(limited to select venues and events).
•Get venue information:

- Easy-to-read, color seating charts for most venues
- Venue information such as directions and parking
- Schedule of ail booked events

Charge-by-Phone
•Find your local Charae-bv-Phone number to order by telephone.

y Ticket Outlet
•Located at major local retailers (grocery, department and music stores)

•Business hours vary with each retail location.
•Speak to a ticket agent, view a copy of the venue seating chart, pick up your tickets.

Find a local ticket center.
^ Box Office

•Located at most venues
•Hours of operation vary.
•Venues typically sell tickets just for their events.

Third Party Resellers
Ticketmaster does not guarantee the authenticity of tickets purchased from any third party reseller (su
brokers or individuals).

•Ticketmaster recommends that you purchase tickets directly through Ticketmaster or from the venue's
office. Authorized Ticketmaster locations include Ticketmaster.com, Ticketmaster Charge-by-Phone, an
Ticketmaster Outlets.

home concerts sports arts & theater family

Ticket FAQs j My Account | About Ticketmaster 1 Sell Tickets With Us | Our Policies | Privacy Policy j International

Use* of this site* is subject to express terms of use , which prohibit commercial use of this site.By continuing past this page, you agree to abide by these te
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Ticketmaster Event Detail

Ticketmaster, on behalf of its clients, strives to make it as easy as possible to purchase accessible seating for

venues across the country. Most venues offer accessible seating areas to accommodate their guests.

Availability and type of accessible seating will vary based on each venue's policies and/or the type of e vent

taking place. Note: Venues are solely responsible for establishing their own accessible seating policies. Some

venues sell ail or a portion of their accessible seats only through their box office and not through

Ticketmaster.

<25T

*Order your tickets by phone at 904-353-3309 or request accessible seating online by filling out and

submitting the form below. A Ticketmaster representative will contact you to provide you with further ^
information regarding your request or to inform you that Ticketmaster does not sell accessible tickets for this c

ZZ;
•V*>Sr, .

#

*
CP J'-.A.'

event. Please allow approximately one hour for a Ticketmaster response.
j' s>.

Ticketmaster customer service hours are Bam - 9pm (local). cTK.
jf request ' D/r

For special seating accommodations, please complete and submit the form below and a Ticketmaster

representative will contact you to complete the arrangement.

* = Required Fields

Accessible Seats Requested:* [ select q u a n t i t y [ S e l e c t type of accessible seating jg|[|

[select quantity [2 Canine companion required.Companion Seats Requested:*

Price/Section Requested:
(optional)

Instructions: 1!
m
i

Presale Password:
(if applicable)

Discount Offer Code or Password:
(if applicable)

[
L

iWlw .;, * .. ... . .

LIZFirst Name:* i

Middle Initial:

Last Name:*

rCare Of:

Address: *

rUnit:

City:*

)Select|SjState:*

IZZip Code:*

LIZ iDay Phone:*
:

Evening Phone:* !

Email: *

lVerify Email:*

http://www.ticketmaster.com/ada/0D0038D9DE766E73
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Ticketmaster Event Detail

Accessible seating areas are solely for disabled persons and their companions.
By purchasing an accessible seating ticket through Ticketmaster, you agree to the following:

The ticket wit be used only by a disabled person and his/her companion, A ticket holder may be denied entry

to, or removed from, the accessible seating area if he or she is not disabled or the legitimate companion. If

this occurs, the venue shall have no obligation to provide alternate seating.

http://www.ticketmaster.com/ada/0D0038D9DE766E73 7/20/2004
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SERGIO RENDON, JOHNPAUL JEBIAN, CHRIS LEONE, JOANN M. HCftfBfSs ^KELLY-GREENE, all individually and on behalf of all others similarly situated, ‘
Plaintiffs-Appellants, versus VALLEYCREST PRODUCTIONS, LTD., ABC

TELEVISION NETWORK, INC., Defendants-Appellees.

2 of 2 DOCUMENTS

; !

No. 01-11197

UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS FOR THE ELEVENTH CIRCUIT

294 F.3d 1279; 2002 U.S. App.LEXIS 11941; 15 Fla.L. Weekly Fed. C 683; 13
Am. Disabilities Cas. (BNA) 404

June 18, 2002, Decided
June 18, 2002, Filed

SUBSEQUENT HISTORY: Rehearing En Banc
Denied October 25, 2002, Reported at: 2002 U.S. App.
LEXIS 27593.

* Honorable Richard Mills, U. S. District Court
Judge, Central District of Illinois, sitting by
designation.

PRIOR HISTORY: [**1] Appeal from the United
States District Court for the Southern District of Florida.
D. C. Docket No. 00-00830-CV-FAM. Judge: Federico
A. Moreno.

OPINIONSY:BARKETT

OPINION: [*1280] BARKETr, Circuit Judge:

Sergio Rendon, JohnPaul Jebian, Chris Leone,
JoAnn M. Norris, and Kelly Greene ("Plaintiffs"), appeal
the dismissal of their Title III class action complaint,
brought on behalf of themselves and similarly situated
hearing-impaired and mobility-impaired individuals. The
complaint alleges that Valleycrest Productions Limited
("Valleycrest") and the American Broadcasting Network,
Inc. ("ABC") (collectively "Defendants") violated the
Americans with Disabilities Act ("ADA"), 42 U.S.C. §
12181 et seq., by operating a telephone selection process
that screened out disabled individuals who wished to be
contestants on the show "Who Wants To Be A
Millionaire" ("Millionaire"). The district court dismissed
Plaintiffs' complaint upon finding that, because the
automated telephone contestant selection process was
[**2] not conducted at a physical location, it was not a
place of "public accommodation" under the ADA.
Plaintiffs now appeal. For the reasons discussed below,
we conclude that Plaintiffs state a valid Title III claim in
alleging that the contestant hotline was a discriminatory
procedure that screened out disabled persons aspiring to
compete on Millionaire, a place of public
accommodation. We therefore REVERSE and remand.

DISPOSITION: Reversed and remanded.

LexisNexis(R) Headnotes

COUNSEL: For Sergio Rendon, Johnpaul Jebian, Chris
Leone, Joann M. Norris, Kelly-Greene, Appellants:
Michael F. Lanham, Attorney at Law, Miami, FL.

For Valleycrest Productions, Ltd., Appellee: Robert
Stewart Fine, Miami, FL.

For ABC Television Network, Inc., Appellee: Robert
Stewart Fine, Miami, FL. Ronald M. Rosengarten, Elliot
H. Scherker, Greenberg, Taurig, et al, Miami, FL. Brian
Claybome Blair, Greenberg Taurig, Orlando, FL.

For United States of America, Amicus: Kevin K. Russell,
Jessica Dunsay Silver, U.S. Dept, of Justice,
Washington, DC.

JUDGES: Before BARKETT and MARCUS, Circuit
Judges, and MILLS *, District Judge.
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to provide TDD relay operators to their customers
as a standard service, thereby providing the
necessary intermediaries for communication
between deaf and healing telephone users. See 47
U.S.C. § 225(a)(2).

BACKGROUND

ABC and Valleycrest produce the television quiz
show Millionaire. The program is filmed at ABC's New
York City production studio, and contestants are selected
for appearance on the program via an automated
telephone answering system. Aspiring contestants call a
toll-free number on which a recorded message prompts
them to answer a series of questions. Callers record their
answers to these questions by pressing the appropriate
keys on their telephone keypads. Callers who answer all
of the questions correctly in the first round of the
competition (the ’’fast finger process”) are then subject to
a random drawing to narrow the contestant field, and the
selected individuals proceed to the second round, in
which they are required to answer additional trivia [**3]
questions. Of the approximately 240,000 persons who
call the contestant hotline each day to compete on
Millionaire, only 6% proceed to the second round.

In this case, the named plaintiffs are persons with
hearing and upper-body mobility impairments who
sought selection to compete on Millionaire by calling the
automated hotline, but who could not register their
entries, either because they were deaf and could not hear
the questions on the automated system, or because they
could not move their fingers rapidly [*1281] enough to
record their answers on their telephone key pads.
Specifically, Rendon, Leon and Norris suffer from a
condition that limits their finger mobility. Jebian could
not record his answers because he could not hear the pre-
recorded questions and no Telecommunications Devices
for the Deaf services nl (”TDD services") were made
available. Kelly Greene, the last named plaintiff, is the
Director of the Center for Independent Living, and seeks
relief on behalf of his disabled clients who had attempted
to compete for the game on the hotline.

[**4]

Plaintiffs filed a class action complaint alleging that
Valleycrest and ABC were in violation of the ADA
because the telephone contestant selection process for
Millionaire tended to screen out hearing-impaired or
upper-body mobility-impaired persons. Plaintiffs allege
that they can be reasonably accommodated through the
use of several well established technological devices,
such as TDD services, which w ould permit them to
participate in the existing fast finger competition.

Defendants moved to dismiss Plaintiffs' complaint,
arguing that the Title III requirements did not apply to
the contestant hotline because the protections of Title III
are limited to physical locations; that is, they guarantee
the disabled fair access only to privileges and sendees
that are offered from a physical "public accommodation."

The district court granted the motion to dismiss,
holding that Title III is inapplicable to the defendants’
automated telephone system of selecting contestants to
participate on the Show because the system is not
administered at a palpable public accommodation. This
appeal followed, with the Department of Justice
intervening and joining Plaintiffs’ argument that Title III
precludes [**5] the sort of screening mechanism used to
select Millionaire contestants. n2

n2 After the district court dismissed
Plaintiffs' first amended complaint, Plaintiffs
moved to file a second amended complaint to
clarity the allegation that the fast finger
contestant hotline was a discriminatory procedure
that deprived them of the opportunity to compete
to be a contestant on the Millionaire game show,
a privilege provided at a "place of public
accommodation" as defined in 42 U.S.C. §
12181(7). Finding little difference between the
allegations in the first and second amended
complaints, die district court denied the motion.
In addition to appealing the dismissal of the first
amended complaint, Plaintiffs argue that the
district court abused its discretion by refusing to
permit leave to file a second amended complaint.

We need not address this issue for the
purposes of this appea l because we determine that
the district court erred by granting Defendants’
motion to dismiss the first amended complaint,

nl A TDD machine allows a deaf person to
conduct a telephone conversation with another
person by typing comments into a "relay" device.
When one deaf person calls another deaf person,
the caller types his message into the TDD
machine, and the message is then transferred
across standard telephone lines to the recipient’s
TDD machine and displayed on the recipient’s
TDD video screen. The recipient sends response
messages in the same manner. When a deaf
person calls a hearing person, the TDD relays the
text message to a telephone relay operator who
reads the deaf person’s responses aloud to the
hearing person, and also transcribes the hearing
person's verbal messages to be relayed to the deaf
person's TDD machine. Since 1990, the ADA has
required telecommunication carriers nationwide
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and because we find that in all pertinent respects
the allegations stated in the second amended
complaint were also contained in the first
amended complaint.

the imposition or application of eligibility
criteria that screen out or tend to screen
out an individual with a disability or any
class of individuals with disabilities from
fully and equally enjoying [**8] any
goods, services, facilities, privileges,
advantages, or accommodations, unless
such criteria can be shown to be necessary
for the provision of the goods, services,
facilities, privileges, advantages, or
accommodations being offered . . . . n4

[**6]

DISCUSSION

We review de novo the dismissal of a complaint for
failure to state a claim, construing all allegations in the
complaint as true and in the light most favorable to the
[*1282] plaintiff. See Lowell v. Am. Cyanamid Co., 177
F.3d 1228, 1229 (11th Cir. 1999). Dismissal under Rule
12(b)(6), Fed. R. Civ. P., is appropriate "only if it is clear
that no relief could be granted under any set of facts that
could be proved consistent with the allegations” of the
complaint. Hishon v. King & Spalding, 467 U.S. 69, 73,
81 L. Ed. 2d 59, 104 S. Ct. 2229 (1984).

42 U.S.C. § 12182(a) outlines Title Ill's purpose in
general terms, providing that

n4 Subsections (ii) and (iii) further prohibit:

(ii) a failure to make reasonable
modifications in policies,
practices, or procedures, when
such modifications are necessary
to afford such goods, services,
facilities, privileges, advantages,
or accommodations to individuals
with disabilities, unless the entity
can demonstrate that making such
modifications would
fundamentally alter the nature of
such goods, services, facilities,
privileges, advantages, or
accommodations.

no individual shall be discriminated
against on the basis of disability in the full
and equal enjoyment of the goods,
services, facilities, privileges, advantages,
or accommodations of any place of public
accommodation by any person who owns,
leases (or leases to), or operates a place of
public accommodation.

The statute in turn lists those entities regulated under the
statute as places of "public accommodation,” explaining
that an entity is covered if its operations [**7] "affect
commerce," and it falls within one of twelve enumerated
categories. 42 U.S.C. § 12181(7)(A)-(L). n3 The
categories of covered entities include, inter alia, "a
motion picture house, theater, concert hall, stadium, or
other place of exhibition or entertainment." 42 U.S.C. §
12181(7)(C).

(iii) a failure to take such steps as
may be necessary to ensure that no
individual with a disability is
excluded, denied services,
segregated or otherwise treated
differently than other individuals
because of tire absence of auxiliary
aids and services, unless the entity
can demonstrate that taking such
steps would fundamentally alter
the nature of the good, service,
facility, privilege, advantage or
accommodation being offered or
would result in an undue burden.

n3 28 C.F.R. § 36.104 further explains the
class of "public accommodations” covered under
Title III, defining a public accommodation as a
"place'' or "a facility, operated by a private entity,
whose operations affect commerce” and which
falls under one of the twelve public
accommodation categories listed under §
12181(7).

42 U.S.C. § 12182(b)(2)(A)(ii)-(iii).

[**9]

Our inquiry is confined solely to the district court's
bases for dismissing the plaintiffs1 complaint for failure
to state a claim. At this juncture, on the record before us,
this case does not involve issues regarding the

The ADA also precisely defines the term
"discrimination" in section 12182(b)(2)(A)(i), which,
inter alia, prohibits
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Having conceded nearly all of the requisite elements
of a valid Title III claim, Defendants nonetheless contend
that they are entitled to dismissal because Plaintiffs have
failed to assert that Defendants erected "barriers to the
entry of disabled persons into the auditoriums or studios
in which the Show is recorded.1' Br. of Appellee at 9. As
we understand their contention, Defendants argue that
the Millionaire contestant hotline may not serve as the
basis for a Title III claim because it is not itself a public
accommodation or a physical barrier to entry erected at a
public accommodation.

We find this argument entirely unpersuasive. A
reading of the plain and unambiguous n6 statutory
language at issue reveals that the definition of
discrimination provided in Title III covers both tangible
barriers, that is, physical and architectural barriers that
would prevent a disabled person from entering an
accommodation’s facilities and accessing its goods,
services and privileges, see 42 1J.S.C. §
12182(b)(2)(A)(iv), and intangible barriers, such as
eligibility requirements and screening rules or
discriminatory policies and procedures that restrict a
disabled [**12] person's ability to enjoy the defendant
entity's goods, services and privileges, see 42 U.S.C. §
121S2(b)(2)(A)(i)-(ii). n7 There is nothing in the text of
the statute to suggest that discrimination via an
imposition [*1284] of screening or eligibility
requirements must occur on site to offend the ADA.

reasonableness of any proposed accommodations, or
require us to resolve whether any proposed
accommodations or auxiliary services would constitute
an "undue burden" to the Millionaire program. See 42
U.S.C. § 12182(b)(2)(A)(iii). Rather, this appeal
involves only the question of whether Title III
encompasses a claim involving telephonic procedures
that, in this case, tend to screen out disabled persons
from participation in a competition held in a tangible
public accommodation. Under a plain reading of the
foregoing [*1283] provisions, then, in order to state a
valid claim, Plaintiffs must allege that they suffer from
disabilities, and that Defendants' imposition or
application of unnecessary eligibility criteria has
screened them out or tended to screen them out from
accessing a privilege or advantage of Defendants' public
accommodation.

Plaintiffs' complaint clearly makes the requisite
allegations, n5 and moreover, a number of the assertions
[**10] are uncontested for the purposes of the motion to
dismiss now on appeal in this case. Defendants concede
that Plaintiffs are disabled as defined by the ADA.
Defendants also concede, and we agree, that the
Millionaire show takes place at a public accommodation
(a studio) within the meaning of 42 U.S.C. §
12181(7)(C) (covering theaters and other places of
entertainment), and that the automatic process used to
select contestants tends to "screen out" many disabled
individuals as described in section 12182(b)(2)(A)(i).
Lastly, Defendants concede that the opportunity to
appear on Millionaire and compete for one million
dollars is a privilege or advantage as those terms are
defined by the ADA (although they specifically refer to
the Show as a "good or service" of the studio, rather than
as a privilege or advantage thereof).

n6 As in all disputes involving issues of
statutory construction, we begm with the plain
language of the statute. See, e.g., K Mart Corp. v.
Cartier, Inc, 486 U.S. 281, 291, 100 L. Ed. 2d
313, 108 S. Ct. 1811 (1988). "Our first step in
interpreting a statute is to determine whether the
language at issue has a plain and unambiguous
meaning with regard to the particular dispute in
the case." Robinson v. Shell Oil Co, 519 U.S.
337, 340, 136 L. Ed. 2d 808, 117 S. Ct. 843
(1997). Where the statute conveys a plain and
unambiguous meaning, we look no further. Id.

n7 The statute also recognizes that an
intangible barrier may result as a consequence of
a defendant entity's failure to act, that is, when it
refuses to provide a reasonable auxiliary service
that would permit the disabled to gain access to
or use its goods and services. 42 U.S.C. §
12182(b)(2)(A)(iii).

n5 Specifically, the complaint avers that:
"Defendants . . . discriminate against [Plaintiffs]
on the basis of a disability . . . in the denial of the
opportunity . . . to be a contestant and participate
in or benefit from the goods, services, facilities,
privileges, advantages, or accommodations of the
network television quiz show entitled 'Who
Wants To Be A Millionaire,'" and that
"Defendants imposef] or implement^ eligibility
criteria that screen out or tend to screen out
individuals with a disability . . . from fully and
equally enjoying any goods, services, facilities,
privileges, advantages, or accommodations being
offered." Am. Compl. at 10-11. [**13]

[**11] In support of their assertion to the contrary,
Defendants rely primarily on Stoutenborough v. Nat’l
Football League, Inc, 59 F.3d 580 (6th Cir. 1995), in
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insurance company. See, e.g., Weyer v.
Twentieth Century Fox Film Corp., 198 F.3d
1104, 1114-15 (9th Cir. 2000) (rejecting Title III
claim when plaintiff attempted to sue an
insurance company for disability discrimination
when her employment disability policy was
offered and accessed through her employer
instead of the defendant insurance company);
Ford v. Schering-Plough Corp., 145 F.3d 601,
612-613 (3d Cir. 1998) (same); Parker v. Metro.
Life Ins. Co., 121 F.3d 1006, 1011-1014 (6th Cir.

1997) (same). Although these courts recognized
that insurance offices were specifically identified
as public accommodations under Title III, the
denial of relief was based on the fact that the
insurance policies at issue were not "services of
the defendant insurance companies, as
contemplated by Title III, because they were not
offered from the defendants’ own offices or
facilities. See, e.g., Ford 145 F.3d at 613
(explaining that the "goods, services, facilities,
privileges, advantages, or accommodations" to
which Title III ensures access should not be
treated as "free-standing concepts but rather all
refer to the statutory term 'public accommodation'
and thus to what these places of public
accommodation provide”); Parker, 121 F.3d at
1011 (rejecting plaintiffs claim because there
wras ”no nexus between the disparity in benefits
and the services which [the insurance company]
offered to the public from its insurance office”).

These cases indicate that, to the extent that a
plaintiff intends to raise a claim of disability
discrimination based on the kind of insurance
offered, the plaintiff must demonstrate that the
policy was offered to the plaintiff directly by the
insurance company and was connected with its
offices, as opposed to its being a privilege
provided by the plaintiffs employer.

These cases are as inapposite as is
Stoutenborough, supra; they do not stand for the
broad proposition that a place of public
accommodation may exclude persons with
disabilities from services or privileges performed
within the premises of the public accommodation
so long as the discrimination itself occurs off site
or over the telephone. At most, they can be read
to require a nexus between the challenged service
and the premises of the public accommodation.
That nexus is surely present here; Plaintiffs seek
access to privileges provided in Defendants'
theater. None of the insurance cases countenance,
for example, refusal to let individuals in
wheelchairs buy insurance policies so long as the

which a group of hearing-impaired plaintiffs sued the
NFL and the Cleveland Browns football team seeking to
eliminate a so-called "blackout rule" that prohibited live
video broadcasts of football games that were not sold
out. The Stoutenborough plaintiffs argued that, because
they were unable to hear the broadcasts of the games
offered on the radio, the "blackout rule” effectively
deprived them of the opportunity to enjoy a live
broadcast of the games, while hearing persons could
enjoy them. The plaintiffs sought a court order to compel
the NFL and the Browns to broadcast all live games on
television.

The Sixth Circuit upheld the district court's
dismissal of the suit, citing two reasons. First, the Court
determined that the blackout rule was not discriminatory,
because it applied equally to the hearing and the hearing-
impaired; both groups were precluded from viewing
blacked-out home football games. Id. at 582. The mere
fact that hearing persons could listen to the games on the
radio was insignificant, [**14] since the rule did not
attempt to regulate radio broadcast. Id. Second, the Court
held that the televised broadcast of football games was
not offered by the defendants as a service of a public
accommodation. The Court observed that, although the
defendants were in fact lessors of a stadium (a public
accommodation), the broadcasts at issue were not
services of that public accommodation. Id. at 583.
Because the NFL, member clubs and media defendants
did not otherwise fall within any of the twelve "public
accommodation" categories identified in 42 U.S.C. §
12181(7), the plaintiffs had failed to state a Title III
claim. Id.

Stoutenborough is not analogous to the present case.
Defendants rely on language in Stoutenborough that
suggests video broadcasts are not covered under Title III
because they are not a "service" that defendant entities
operate from a "place" of "public accommodation," id. at
583, but this language is irrelevant to the question we
face here. The Stoutenborough court held as it did
because it found that the broadcast of games was not a
service of the football stadium-the only identifiable
[**15] "public accommodation” under the ADA in that
suit. Plaintiffs in the present case, however, are not suing
merely to observe a television show; rather, they seek the
privilege of competing in a contest held in a concrete
space, a contest they have been screened out of because
of their disabilities. n8

n8 Defendants also direct our attention to
cases in which plaintiffs sued insurance
companies alleging discrimination in the
insurance policy coverage provided through the
plaintiffs' employers and not directly through the
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participation in or be denied the
benefits of the services, programs,
or activities of a public entity, or
be subjected to discrimination by
any such entity.

company does so by declining to make telephone
appointments with disabled customers.

[**16]

[*1285] Defendants urge us to hold, in effect, that
so long as discrimination occurs off site, it does not
offend Title III. We do not believe this is a tenable
reading of Title III; indeed, off-site screening appears to
be the paradigmatic example contemplated in the
statute's prohibition of "the mrposition or application of
eligibility criteria that screen out or tend to screen out an
individual with a disability." 42 U.S.C. §
12182(b)(2)(A)(i). There would be little question that it
would violate the ADA for the Defendants to screen
potential contestants just outside the studio by refusing
otherwise qualified persons because they were deaf or
suffered from diabetes or HIV.

To contend that Title III allows discriminatory
screening as long as it is off site requires not only
misreading the relevant statutory language, but also
contradicting numerous judicial opinions that have
considered comparable suits dealing with discrimination
perpetrated "at a distance." For cases arising under the
ADA, see, e.g., Ferguson v. City of Phoenix, 157 F.3d
668 (9th Cir. 1998) (hearing-disabled plaintiffs' ADA
Title II challenge to 9-1-1 emergency response system
[**17] that lacked TDD capacity n9); Bartlett v. N.Y.

State Bd. of Law Examiners, 226 F.3d 69 (2d Cir. 2000)
(dyslexic bar exam taker entitled to reasonable
accommodations under Title II of ADA). For cases
arising under the Civil Rights Act of 1964, see, e.g.,
Rousseve v. Shape Spa for Health & Beauty, Inc., 516
F.2d 64 (5th Cir. 1975) (finding a violation where
plaintiffs application to join health club was rejected on
account of race); Smith v. Young Men's Christian Ass’n
of Montgomery, Inc., 462 F.2d 634 (5th Cir. 1972)
(application to summer camp denied on account of race);

Stout v. Young Men’s Christian Ass'n of Bessemer, Ala.,
404 F.2d 687 (5th Cir. 1968) (application to join YMCA
denied on account of race). None of these cases involved
a physical barrier erected at the site of a public
accommodation or public entity; rather, as in the present
suit, they involve discriminatory screening methods used
to deny access to a provided good, service, privilege or
advantage.

42 U.S.C. § 12132.
[**18]

[*1286] Furthermore, the fact that the plaintiffs in
this suit were screened out by an automated telephone
system, rather than by an admission policy administered
at the studio door, is of no consequence under the statute;
eligibility criteria are frequently implemented off site—
for example, through the mail or over the telephone.
Indeed, Congress specifically noted in the ADA’s
"findings of fact" that "individuals with disabilities
continually encounter various forms of discrimination,

including outright intentional exclusion, the
discriminatory effects of architectural, transportation,
and communication barriers," the very sorts of
discrimination the statute seeks to redress. 42 U.S.C. §
12101(a)(5) (emphasis added); see also Ferguson, 157
F.3d 668 (discriminatory 9-1-1 emergency response
system). nlO

nlO In addition to arguing that discrimination
must occur on site to offend Title III, Defendants
construe Plaintiffs' complaint to assert that the
automated phone quiz is itself a good or service
provided by ABC and Valleycrest. This
interpretation, however, does not comport with
the complaint itself; Plaintiffs clearly allege that
they are seeking to participate on equal terms in
the phone quiz only because it is a necessary
prerequisite of appearing on the televised contest
in which they could potentially win a large sum
of money. The phone quiz is therefore a means of
access to the public accommodation, not an end
in itself.

[**19]
In light of the foregoing, we conclude that Plaintiffs

have stated a valid claim under Title III by alleging that
the fast fmger telephone selection process is a
discriminatory screening mechanism, policy or
procedure, which deprives them of the opportunity to
compete for the privilege of being a contestant on the
Millionaire program. Therefore, we REVERSE the
district court and remand for further proceedings
consistent with this opinion.

n9 Title II of the ADA provides:

No qualified individual with a
disability shall, by reason of such
disability, be excluded from
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At issue is whether Fortyime had [*2] standing to,
and in fact did, establish a viable claim of discrimination
under the Americans with Disabilities Act ("ADA"). We
must also decide whether the district court’s injunction
requiring AMC to ensure that wheelchair-bound patrons
be permitted to sit beside their companions affords such
patrons preferential treatment or runs afoul of the
specificity requirements set forth in Federal Rule of Civil
Procedure 65(d). As explained more fully below, we
conclude that Fortyune properly brought and established
a claim under the ADA and that the district court’s
injunction is both nondiscriininatory and adequately
specific. We, therefore, affirm the district court’s order
granting the Fortyunes summary judgment and injunctive
relief.

DISPOSITION: Affirmed.
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COUNSEL: Gregory F. Hurley and Stacey L. Jaramillo,
Irvine, California, for the defendant-appellant.
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JUDGES: Before: James R. Browning, Stephen
Reinhardt, and Kim McLane Wardlaw, Circuit Judges.
Opinion by Judge Wardlaw.

BACKGROUND
Viewed ip the light most favorable to AMC, see

Oliver v. Keller , 289 F.3d 623, 626 (9th Cir. 2002), the
record reveals the following facts:

On Sunday, June 25, 2000, the Fortyunes sought to
attend the 4:45 p.m. screening of Chicken Run in
Auditorium 12 of AMCs Rolling Hills 20 Theater ("the
Theater") in Torrance, California. The Fortyunes’
attempted to view Chicken Run four [*3] days after its
release, during the film’s official opening weekend.
Because of this, and due in part to the fact that Chicken
Run then ranked as the second-highest grossing film in
the nation, the screening was well-attended and AMC
"over-sold" tickets to view it.

Fortyime and his wife arrived at the Theater
approximately twenty minutes prior to showtime. At that
point, the auditorium had not yet filled with patrons.

OPINIONBY: Kim McLane Wardlaw

OPINION: WARDLAW, Circuit Judge:
Robin Fortyune is a C-5 quadriplegic who requires

both a wheelchair and an aide to attend movie theaters.
Fortyune and his wife Felicia attempted to view
American Multi-Cinema’s ("AMC") screening of the film
Chicken Run, but were prevented from doing so when a
man and his son refused to vacate the wheelchair
"companion seats” that they occupied. AMCs manager
informed the Fortyunes that, under company policy
concerning the use of wheelchair companion seats at
sold-out screenings, he could not require the man and his
son to change seats. Spurned and publicly humiliated, the
Fortyunes left the theater — Mrs. Fortyune in tears.
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that an empty companion seat will be available. Since the
events of June 25, 2000, the Fortyunes have not
encountered any seating problems at the Theater.

On April 14, 2002, Mr. Fortyune filed a First
Amended Complaint against AMC, alleging
discrimination against persons with disabilities in
violation of the ADA and several California statutes.
After two failed attempts at mediating a settlement, both
parties moved for summary judgment. On October 22,
2002, the district court issued an order granting
Fortyune's motion for summary judgment, denying
AMC's motion for summary judgment, and granting
injunctive relief. The district court’s injunction reads:

Auditorium 12 provides four wheelchair spaces,
each of which is adjoined by a companion seat. See infra
Appendix A. A sign on the back of these seats clearly
indicates that they are intended for use by the
companions of individuals with disabilities, nl
Nonetheless, when Fortyune and his wife entered the
Theater, a man and his son, who appeared to be neither
disabled nor accompanying a wheelchair-bound patron,
occupied two of the companion seats. Mrs. Fortyune
noted the signs and asked the man to sit elsewhere. When
he refused, Mrs. Fortyune sought the assistance of the
Theater's manager, Jason Kulbel, who also requested that
the man change seats. The man refused again, indicating
that he and his son had arrived early so that they could sit
together. By this [*4] time the film had almost started
and all of the nearby seats had filled. In accordance with
the written policy set forth in AMCs manager training
manual, n2 Kulbel informed the Fortyunes that, because
the movie was sold-out, he could not require the man to
vacate the companion seat. After refusing Kulbel’s offer
to view another film, but accepting two free passes, the
Fortyunes left the Theater.

Defendant musj'' modify its policies
regarding companion seating to ensure
that a companion of a wheelchair^bound
patron be given priority in the usb of
companion seats. A noncompanion may
sit in a companion seat when the seating
is not needed by a wheelchair-bound [*6]
patron and his or her companion.
However, if a noncompanion is seated in
a companion seat needed by a wheelchair-
bound patron and his or her companion,
Defendant must ensure that the
companion seat is made available to the
companion, so long as the wheelchair-
bound patron and his or her companion

\ arrive at the wheelchair seating area at
least ten (10) minutes prior to show time.

nl The sign reads: "NOTICE - This seat is
designated as COMPANION SEATING for our
disabled guests, per ADA guidelines. It may be
necessary to ask non-disabled patrons to move."

n2 The manual provides the following
guidelines for companion seating:

In situations in which the
auditorium is legitimately "sold
out," companions of guests using
wheelchairs will be exposed to the
same risk of less desirable seating
as non-disabled couples who are
sold "single" seats. In a sold out
situation, everyone shares the
same risk of being unable to sit
together.

AMC timely appealed.

JURISDICTION AND STANDARD OF
REVIEW

We have jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §
1292(a)(1), qver this interlocutory appeal from the
district court's order granting Fortyune a permanent
injunction.

"We review a summary judgment [order] granting or
denying a permanent injunction for abuse of discretion
and application of the correct legal principles." EEOC v.
Goodyear Aerospace Corp.y 813 F.2d 1539, 1544 (9th
Cir. 1987). "Otherwise, we review de novo a grant of
summary judgment." Midgett v. Tri-County Metro.
Transp. Dist. , 254 F.3d 846, 849 (9th Cir. 2001) (citing
Warren v. City of Carlsbad, 58 F.3d 439, 441 (9th Cir.
1995)). Summary judgment is appropriate "if the
pleadings, depositions, answers [*7] to interrogatories,
and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if
any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any
material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a
judgment as a matter of law." Fed. R. Civ. P. ‘56(c). Our

The manual also provides that, at the discretion of
the manager, free passes may be offered to guests
as an incentive to move. AMC suggests that it
offered free passes to the man occupying the
companion seat.

[*5]

Despite this unfavorable experience, the Fortyunes
continue to view films at the Theater with regularity. On
average, the Fortyunes attend three to four films each
week. They now arrive at the Theater 45 minutes before
a film's screening, however, to increase the likelihood
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Congress entrusted the Attorney General with the
responsibility of promulgating Title Ill's implementing
regulations. See 42 U.S.C. § 12186(b) (directing the
Attorney General to "issue regulations . . . to carry out
the provisions of ' Title III). Congress further provided
that these implementing regulations must be consistent
with the minimum guidelines issued by the Architectural
and Transportation Barriers Compliance Board ("the
Access Board"). See 42 U.S.C. § 12186(c). The Access
Board provided a notice and comment period for its
proposed ADA guidelines in 1991, see 56 Fed. Reg.
2296-01 (Jan. 22, 1991), and issued its final ADA
Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings and Facilities
("ADAAG") later that year. See 56 Fed. Reg. 35,408
(July 26, 1991) (codified *t 36 C.F.R. Pt 1191, App. A).
The Attorney General ^adopted, in toto, the Access
Board's ADAAG as the "Standards for Accessible
Design." See 28 C.F.R. Pt. 36, App. A. These standards
lay out the technical structural requirements of places of
[*10] public accommodation and are applicable "during
the design, construction, and alteration of such buildings
and facilities . . . under the [ADA].’1 See id. App. A, § 1.
With this framework in mind, we turn to AMCs
assertions of error. ,

task is to "determine whether the evidence, viewed in a
light most favorable to the non-moving party, presents
any genuine issues of material fact and whether the
district court correctly applied the law." Warren, 58 F.3d
at 441.

DISCUSSION

"Congress enacted the ADA in 1990 to remedy
widespread discrimination against disabled individuals."
PGA Tour, Inc. v. Martin, 532 U.S. 661, 674, 149 L. Ed.
2d 904, 121 S. Ct. 1879 (2001). The Act responds to
what Congress described as a "compelling need" for a
"clear and comprehensive national mandate" to eliminate
discrimination against disabled individuals. Id. at 675.
"To effectuate its sweeping purpose, the ADA forbids
discrimination against disabled individuals in major
areas of public life, among them employment (Title I of
the Act), public services (Title II), and public
accommodations (Title III)." Id. (internal citations [*8]
omitted).

Title III ,of the ADA prohibits discrimination in
public accommodations and establishes a "general rule"
that:

No individual shall be discriminated
against on the basis of disability in the full
and equal enjoyment of the goods,
services, facilities, privileges, advantages,
or accommodations of any place of public
accommodation by any person who owns,
leases (or leases to), or operates a place of
public accommodation.

n3 * Movie theaters are "public
accommodations" under the ADA. See 42 U.S.C.

12181(7)(C) (defining "public
^accommodation" to include "motion picture
houses").

§

I. Standing

"It goes without saying that those who seek to
invoke the jurisdiction of the federal courts must satisfy
the threshold requirement imposed by Article III of the
Constitution by alleging an actual case or controversy."
City of Los Angeles v. Lyons,461 U.S. 95, 101, 75 L. Ed.
2d 675, 103 S. Ct. 1660 (1983). "To satisfy Article Ill's
case or controversy requirement, [Fortyune] needs to
show that [ ]he has suffered an injury in fact, that the
injury is traceable to the challenged action of [AMC],
and that the injury can be redressed by a favorable
decision." Bird v. Lewis & Clark College, 303 F.3d 1015,
1019 (9th Cir. 2002), [*11] cert denied, 538 U.S. 923,
155 L. Ed. 2d 314, 123 S. Ct. 1583 (2003). In the context
of injunctive relief, Fortyune must additionally
demonstrate "a sufficient likelihood that he will again be
wronged in a similar way[.]" Lyons, 461 U.S. at 111.
That is, he must establish a "real and immediate threat of
repeated injury." OShea v. Littleton, 414 U.S. 488, 496,
38 L. Ed. 2d 674, 94 S. Ct. 669 (1974). While "past
wrongs do not in themselves amount to [a]; real and
immediate threat of injury necessary to make out a case

42 U.S.C. § 12182(a). n3 The ADA defines
discrimination to include:

[A] failure to make reasonable
modifications in policies, practices, or
procedures, when such modifications are
necessaiy to afford such goods, services,
facilities, privileges, advantages, or
accommodations to individuals with
disabilities, unless the entity can
demonstrate that making such
modifications would fundamentally alter
the nature of such goods, services,
facilities, privileges, advantages, or
accommodations . . . .

Id. § 12182(b)(2)(A)(ii). Title III also prohibits places of
public accommodation from denying disabled
individuals "the opportunity . . . to participate in or
benefit from the goods, services, facilities, [*9]
privileges, advantages, or accommodations of an entity."
Id. § 12182(b)( l)(A)(I).
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Foods, Inc,. , 293 F.3d 1133, 1138 (9th Cir. 2002) (stating
that "a plaintiff who is threatened with harm in the future
because of existing . . . noncompliance with the ADA
suffers ’imminent harm' "), cert. [*14] denied, 537 U.S.
1030, 154 L. Ed. 2d 445, 123 S. Ct. 559 (2003). We,
therefore, conclude that the district court did not err in
determining that Fortyune possessed standing to seek an
injunction against AMC.

or controversy," Lyons, 461 U.S. at 103, "past wrongs are
evidence bearing on whether there is a real and
immediate threat of repeated injury." O'Shea, 414 U.S. at
496.

Because AMC concedes that Fortyune satisfies the
general standing requirements, our inquiry focuses on his
ability to demonstrate a "real and immediate threat" that
the injury will be repeated. Specifically, AMC contends
that Fortyune does not possess standing to seek an
injunction because his experience at the Theater on June
25, 2000, was unique and is unlikely to recur.

We disagree. As we have previously noted, a
plaintiff may "demonstrate that [*12] [an] injury is
likely to recur" by showing "that the defendant had, at
the time of the injury, a written policy, and that the injury
’stems from* that policy." Armstrong v. Davis, 275 F.3d
849, 861 (9th Cir. 2001). "Where the harm alleged is
directly traceable to a written policy . . . there is an
implicit likelihood of its repetition in the immediate
future." Id. Here, AMC maintains a written policy that
fails to ensure* that wheelchair-bound patrons are able to
sit with their companions when the screening in question
is sold-out. Fortyune’s injury stems directly from this
policy and, as a consequence, is likely to recur. See id.
The facts underlying his past injury demonstrate as
much.

13.Fortyune Established a Claim Under the ADA

Nor did the district court err in concluding that
Fortyune established a claim under the ADA. An
individual alleging discrimination under Title III must
show that: (1) he is disabled as that term is defined by
the ADA; (2) the defendant is a private entity that owns,
leases, or operates a place of public accommodation; (3)
the defendant employed a discriminatory policy or
practice; and (4) the defendant discriminated' against the
plaintiff based upon the plaintiffs disability by (a) failing
to make a requested reasonable modification that was (b)
necessary to accommodate the plaintiffs disability. PGA
Toury 532 U.S. at 683 n.38; Dudley v. Hannaford Bros.
Co., 333 F.3d 299, 307 (1st Cir. 2003); Amir v. St. Louis
Univ., 184 F.3d 1017, 1027 (8th Cir. 1999); 42 U.S.C. §
§ 12182(a) and (b)(2)(A)(ii). If the plaintiff makes such
a showing, the defendant [*15] must make the requested
modification unless it proves that doing so would alter
the fundamental nature of its business. See PGA Tour,
532 U.S. at 683 & n.38. Because no party disputes that
Fortyuhe is disabled or that AMC is a place of public
accommodation,
determination of whether AMC instituted a policy or
practice that was discriminatory in effect.

On the night of June 25, 2000, Fortyune and his wife
arrived at the Theater approximately twenty minutes
early. Despite their early arrival, the Fortyunes were
unable to secure the seating necessary to attend the
viewing, /.e., a companion seat. The individual who
refused to vacate the seat did so not because the Theater
was full, but rather because "[the companion seat] is
where he and his son wanted to sit and . . . they did not
want to move." Although one would hope [*13] that this
individual is not representative of the movie-going
public, the wrong he engendered provides "evidence
bearing on whether there is a real and immediate threat
of repeated injury." O'Shea, 414 U.S. at 496.

As a consequence of AMC's policy, Fortyune can be
denied the opportunity to attend a sold-out film
screening, regardless of how early he arrives, provided
only that a single non-companion individual refuses to
change seats. Since there are only four companion seats
in the theater, AMC’s policy denies Fortyune an
opportunity to sit with his companion equal to that
enjoyed by ambulatory patrons. Given this, and the
frequency with which Fortyune continues to attend the
Theater, the possibility of his injury recurring cannot be
said to be so remote as to preclude standing. Rather,
AMC’s ongoing policy coupled with Fortyune’s past
injury establishes a "real and immediate threat" of his
injury occurring again. See Pickem v. Holiday Quality

analysis begins with aour

A.Discriminatory Policy or Practice

It is uncontested that Fortyune is a quadriplegic. As
the district court observed, he "cannot and does not
attend movies without his wife or another companion."
Stated differently, the presence of his wife is a condition
precedent to Fortyune's "enjoyment of the goods,
services, facilities, privileges, advantages, [and]
accommodations of [the AMC theater]." 42 U.S.C. §
12182(a). Accordingly, AMC’s stated policy of failing to
ensure that a wheelchair-bound patron and his or her
companion are seated together has a discriminatory
effect in practice.

B. Failure to Modify Policy

To establish a violation of Title III, however,
Fortyune must also show that AMC discriminated
against him by failing to make a reasonable [*16]
modification in "policies, practices, or procedures," 42
U.S.C. § 12182(b)(2)(A)(ii), necessary to accommodate
his disability. If Fortyune makes such a showing, AMC
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reasonable if it . . . imposes 'undue financial and
administrative burdens' . . . " School Bd. of Nassau
County v, Arline, 480 U.S. 273, 288 n.17, 94 L. Ed. 2d
307, 107 S. Ct. 1123 (1987); see also Chalk v. United
States Dist. Court Cent Dist. of Cal , 840 F.2d 701, 705
(9th Cir. 1988). Given the record before this court,
Fortyune's requested modification was reasonable.

Fortyune asked both AMC and the district court to
ensure that he could be seated next to his wife or another
companion at the Theater. His request, as well as the
district court's injunction, [*19] requires that AMC take
steps to remove from a companion seat any person who
is not the companion of a wheelchair-bound patron and
who refuses to vacate that seat despite being asked to do
so. Although AMC strenuously protests that this relief is
'’draconian’' in that it would require AMC to "forcibly
evict the non-disabled," this concern is overstated.

i

As a public accommodation, AMC is responsible —on a daily basis — for ensuring that its patrons act
reasonably and responsibly with regard to an array of
company, state, and federal law or policies. For example,
AMC must keep its theaters’ aisles clear of patrons
during the screening of a film so as to comply with state
fire regulations. See Cal. Admin. Code tit. 19, § 3.11(d)
("Aisles shall not be occupied by any person for whom
seating is not available."). If an individual refuses to
move from the' aisle, AMC must nonetheless ensure
compliance. Similarly, AMC must assure conformity
with local and state smoking ordinances, as well as its
own internal policies regarding patrons who talk, use cell
phones, or otherwise disturb others during a film's
screening. While resort to forcible removal is seldom
required, AMC conceded at oral [*20] argument that it
has had the occasion to call upon its own security force,
or that of the local police authorities, to ensure
compliance with the law or its own internal policies.

Fortyune's^ requested modification requires no less
and no more of AMC. AMC must adopt a policy that
ensures companion seating will be made available to the
individuals for whom they are designed: the companions
of wheelchair-bound patrons. This is required even if a
person not accompanying a wheelchair-bound patron
refuses to vacate a companion seat at the request of a
wheelchair-bound patron. AMC agrees that such events
are exceedingly uncommon, so enforcement of the
ordered policy will incur neither excessive financial costs
nor an extensive administrative burden. See Arline, 480
U.S. at 288 n.17. In the rare event that an individual will
not move seats, it is reasonable to require that AMC
ensure that a wheelchair-bound patron be permitted to sit
next to his or her companion as contemplated by the
ADA and its implementing regulations. See PGA Tour,
532 U.S. at 690 (noting that the ADA advances a "basic
requirement that the need of a disabled person be

can avoid liability if it proves that the requested
modification would not fundamentally alter the nature of
the public accommodation. PGA Tour, 532 U.S. at 683
n.38; 28 C.F.R. § 36.302 ("A public accommodation
shall make reasonable modifications in policies,
practices, or procedures, when the modifications are
necessary to afford goods, services, facilities, privileges,
advantages, or accommodations to individuals with
disabilities, unless the public accommodation can
demonstrate that making the modifications would
fundamentally alter the nature of the goods, services,
facilities, privileges, advantages, or accommodations.").

1. The Requested Modification Is Necessary

AMC does not contest that Fortyune requires an aide
or companion to attend and enjoy movies at the Theater.
Although we view the facts in the light most favorable to
AMC, we must also independently review the record as a
whole and may accept uncontested facts found therein.
See Suzuki Motor Corp. v. Consumers Union of United
States, Inc., 330 F.3d 1110, 1132 [*17] (9th Cir.), cert
denied, 157 L\ Ed. 2d 373, 124 S. Ct. 468 (2003); Cf
Retail Clerks Union Local 648 v. Hub Pharmacy, Inc..,
707 F.2d 1030, 1037 (9th Cir. 1983). Because Fortyune
requires an attendant to enjoy the viewing of a film, the
modification that he requested, i.e., that AMC ensure that
his companion could be seated next to him, was
necessary.

2. The Requested Modification Is Reasonable

"Although neither the ADA nor the courts have
defined the precise contours of the test for
reasonableness, it is clear that the determination of
whether a particular modification is 'reasonable' involves
a fact-specific, case-by-case inquiry that considers,
among other factors, the effectiveness of the
modification in light of the nature of the disability in
question and the cost to the organization that would
implement it." Staron v. McDonald's Corp., 51 F.3d 353,
356 (2d Cir. 1995); Wong v. Regents of the Univ. of Cal,
192 F.3d 807, 818 (9th Cir. 1999) (stating that "the issue
of reasonableness depends on the individual
circumstances of each case, this determination requires a
fact-specific, individualized analysis [*18} of the
disabled individual’s circumstances and the
accommodations that might [be necessary to ensure his
ability to enjoy a public accommodation]"). The standard
for reasonableness under the ADA does not differ from
the one employed under the Rehabilitation Act, 29
U.S.C. § 794. Wong, 192 F.3d at 816 n.26 ("Although
Title [III] of the ADA uses the term 'reasonable
modification' rather than ’reasonable accommodation,’
these terms do not differ in the standards they create.").
In the context of the Rehabilitation Act, the Supreme
Court has stated that an "accommodation is not
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Corp., 1 F. Supp. 2d 1159, 1172 (D. Or. 1998) ("The
[ADDAG is] silent regarding the actual use of those
seats, but that is not surprising since the day-to-day use
of the seats is not so much a ’design' issue as an
operational one."). It is, thus, understandable that neither
Lara nor Oregon Paralyzed Veterans advances AMC's
proposed rule: that ADA plaintiffs must prove the
defendant contravened a "specific requirement of the
ADAAG," to establish a violation of the ADA. As
discussed above, the task of defining a plaintiffs burden
under the ADA is handled by 42 U.S.C. § 12182. n4 See
Independent Living, 1 F. Supp. 2d at 1172.

evaluated on an individual basis"). [*21] Everyday
AMC enforces policies, both internal and state-directed,
that may require resort to the proper authorities.
Fortyune’s requested policy modification, like these
others, is not unreasonable on the sole basis of this
potentiality.

3. The Modification Does Not Fundamentally Alter
the Theater

Fortyune's modification also does not fundamentally
alter the nature of the services provided by the Theater.
See id. at 682. All aspects of the Theater and its policies
survive the requested relief intact, save one: AMC must
now ensure that companion seats are available to the
companions of wheelchair-bound patrons until ten
minutes prior to showtime, even if a person not
accompanying a wheelchair-bound patron refuses to
move. This change will have a negligible effect — if any
- on the nature of the service provided by the Theater:
screening films. See Martin v. PGA Tour, Inc. , 204 F.3d
994, 1001 (9th Cir, 2000). While the individual who is
made to move seats will experience the film in a
different manner ( i.e., from a different location in the
Theater), this shift is modest and does not rise to the
level of a "fundamental alteration" of the Theater itself.
[*22]

n4 This is npt to say that the ADAAG is
irrelevant. Policies effectuating the ADAAG may
be required to fulfill the statutory purpose of 42
U.S.C. § 12182. For instance, thp ADAAG
requires that hotels provide a minimum number
of accessible rooms and rooms with roll-in
showers. See 28 U.S.C. Pt. 36, App. A, Guideline
9.1.2. The regulation implementing 42 U.S.C. §
12182(b)(2)(A)(ii), illustrates that a hotel does
not fulfill its obligations under the ADA simply
by complying with this design and construction
guideline. In addition, "a hotel may need to adopt
a policy, of keeping an accessible room
unoccupied until an individual with a disability
arrives at the hotel . . . ." 28 C.F.R. Pt. 36, App.
B, § 36.302. Policies ensuring access to the
wheelchair companion seats required under
ADAAG Guideline 4.33.3 may similarly further
the statutory purpose of 42 U.S.C. § 12182. See
H.R. Rep. 101-485 II, at 102, reprinted at 1990
U.S.C.C.A.N, 303, 385 (explaining that the ADA
ensures that wheelchair-bound patrons should not
be "forced to separate from family or friends
during the performance").

C. The ADA Accessability Guidelines
As an alternative to the foregoing analysis, AMC

argues that to prevail on his ADA claim "Fortyune must
establish that the Theater fails to comply with the
specific requirements of the ADAAG." But despite its
dogged insistence on this contention, AMC is unable to
cite a single authority advancing its position.

Instead, AMC draws our attention to two non-
precedential cases that rely for decision upon the
ADAAG, but in the context of the construction and
design of movie theaters. See Lara v. Cinemark USA,
Inc., 207 F.3d 783, 786 (5th Cir. 2000); Or, Paralyzed
Veterans of America v. Regal Cinemas, Inc., 142 F.
Supp. 2d 1293, 1295 (D. Or. 2001), rev'd, 339 F.3d 1126
(9th Cir. 2003). We agree with Lara and Oregon
Paralyzed Veterans that an examination of the ADAAG -
• which "sets guidelines for accessibility to places of
public accommodation . . . to be applied during the
design, construction and alteration of such buildings," 28
C.F.R. Part 36 App. A -- is necessary in cases that
involve the design of a public accommodation under the
ADA ( e.g., a theater's placement of wheelchair [*23]
spaces). But in cases such as Fortyune's, which concern a
public accommodation's policy regarding the use of that
design {e.g., the use and availability of a companion
seat), the provisions of the ADAAG are not controlling.
See Independent Living Resources v. Oregon Arena

\

[*24]

D. Fortyune Established a Claim Under the ADA
N In light of the foregoing, we find that Fortyune

established a claim under the ADA. He sufficiently
demonstrated that: (1) he is disabled under the Act; (2)
AMC operates a place of public accommodation; (3)
AMC employed a discriminatory policy or practice; and
(4) AMC discriminated against him based upon his
disability by (a) failing to make a requested reasonable
modification that was (b) necessary to accommodate his
disability. See PGA Tour, 532 U.S. at 683 n.38; Dudley,
333 F.3d at 307; Amir, 184 F.3d at 1027; 42 U.S.C. §
12182(a) and (b)(2)(A)(ii). AMC has not shown that
making the requested modification would fundamentally
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n5 AMC's plea of inequity also fails as a
matter of simple mathematics. Imagine a
hypothetical two-row theater with a back row of
8 adjoining non-wheelchair accessible seats and a
front row of 8 spaces/seats for wheelchair-bound
patrons and their companions, i.e., 4 wheelchair
spaces and 4 adjoining wheelchair companion
seats. See, e.g., infra Appendix A. Assuming that
only companions to wheelchair-bound patrons
may sit in the 4 front row seats, the total number
of paired seats available to a couple attempting to
sit together in the back row is 7 {e.g., the couple
can sit beside each other in the first 2 contiguous
seats of the back row, creating the first pairing,
and then move down the row together — one seat
each per move -L 6 more times). In contrast, a
wheelchair-bound patron and his or her
companion have only 4 possible pajred-seating
options available. Non-wheelchair-boiind patrons,
therefore, have almost twice the number of
paired-seating options than wheelchair-bound
theater-goers.

Of course, the reality is that theaters tend to
have a far' greater number of non-companion
seats than wheelchair companion seats.
Accordingly, wheelchair-bound patrons and their

* companions who wish to sit together are
generally at a significantly greater disadvantage
than the 7 to 4 ratio shown in this example.

alter the nature of its business. PGA Tour, 532 U.S. at
683 n.38. AMC's refusal to ensure that Fortyune could sit
beside his wife denied him "the opportunity . . . to
participate in or benefit from the goods, services,
facilities, privileges, advantages, or accommodations of
an entity." 42 U.S.C. § 12182(b)(1)(A)(I), thereby
denying him "the full and equal enjoyment of the goods,
services, [*25] facilities, privileges, advantages, or
accommodations of [the Theater]." 42 U.S.C. §
12182(a). Indeed, "[AMC's] violation resulted in the very
discrimination the [ADA] seeks to prevent: it denied [a
disabled individual] access to [a] public accommodation[
]." Long v. Coast Resorts, Inc., 267 F.3d 918, 923 (9th
Cir. 2001). The district court, therefore, properly
determined that Fortyune established an ADA violation.

III. The Injunction's Alleged Preferential Treatment
to the Disabled

Fortyune's injunctive relief does not result in
preferential treatment to the disabled. Rather, by
ensuring that Fortyune may sit with his wife or another
companion, it merely requires the Theater to make a
reasonable accommodation to permit a wheelchair-bound
patron to attend and enjoy the Theater. AMC’s argument
to the contrary is founded upon a misconception of both
the ADA and its implementing regulations.

The ADA requires places of public accommodation
"to make reasonable modifications in policies, practices,
or procedures" when necessary to afford goods and
services to disabled individuals. 42 U.S.C. §
12182(b)(2)(A)(ii). [*26] Indeed, the ADA defines
discrimination as a public accommodation treating a
disabled patron the same as other patrons despite the
former’s need for a reasonable modification. See id. For
example, unlike non-disabled patrons, disabled
individuals are permitted to bring service animals into
public accommodations. See 28 C.F.R. § 36.302(c).
Such concessions, while certainly "preferential" in the
sense that they confer upon disabled patrons a benefit
denied to others, are not only contemplated by the ADA,
they are required. See id. The ADA’s implementing
regulations are designed "to place those with disabilities
on an equal footing, not to give them an unfair
advantage." Komblau v. Dade County, 86 F.3d 193, 194
(11th Cir. 1996). See also Riel v. Elec. Data Sys. Corp.,
99 F.3d 678, 681 (5th Cir. 1996) (noting that "an
employer who treats a disabled employee the same as a
non-disabled employee may violate the ADA"). That is
precisely what Fortyune's injunction accomplishes.
Because Fortyune's sought-after remedy merely gives
force to a reasonable accommodation, AMC’s
protestation that the injunction is [ 27] unduly
preferential fails as a matter of law. n5

[*28]

IV. The Specificity Requirements of Fed. R. Civ. P.
65(d)

The district court’s injunction is adequately precise
and, as a result, does not run afoul of the specificity
requirements ^et forth in Fed. R. Civ. P. 65(d). Rule
65(d) requires that

every order granting an injunction and
every restraining order shall set forth the
reasons for its issuance; shall be specific
in terms; shall describe in reasonable
detail, and not by reference to the
complaint or other document, the act or
acts sought to be restrained . . . .

Id. "The Supreme Court has explained that ’one basic
principle built into Rule 65 is that those against whom an
injunction is issued should receive fair and precisely
drawn notice of what the injunction actually prohibits.'"
Union Pac. R.R. v. Mower, 219 F.3d 1069, 1077 (9th Cir.
2000) (quoting Granny Goose Foods, Inc. v. Bhd. of
Teamsters, 415 U.S. 423, 444, 39 L. Ed. 2d 435, 94 S.
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injunction is not, therefore, in violation of Rule 65(d),
even though it declines to provide AMC with explicit
instructions on the appropriate means to accomplish this
directive. Cf. Independent Living, 1 F. Supp. 2d at 1173
n.16 (leaving "logistical matters” concerning the
implementation of an injunction "in the capable hands of
the [defendants]”). Despite the injunction's failure to
specify how to comply with its terms, we are confident
that AMC is capable of devising such means, particularly
in light of the numerous workable suggestions articulated
at oral argument. Indeed, it is unclear why AMC seeks
specific direction [*31] as to the method of compliance
with the district court's injunction, except as a means of
bolstering its principal position that it should not be
required to modify its policy at all; but in light of the
numerous theaters owndd by AMC and their different
physical lay-outs, we find most appropriate the district
court's decision not to impose a specific compliance
procedure. '

CONCLUSION
The district court’s determination that Fortyune had

standing to pursue an injunction was not in error. Nor
was it erroneous for the court to conclude that Fortyune
established a claim under the ADA warranting injunctive
relief. Moreover, the injunction that the district court
issued does not. result in preferential treatment to the
disabled and ' satisfies Rule 65(d)'s specificity
requirements. We, therefore, affirm the district court's
order. \

Ct. 1113 (1974)). "The specificity provisions of Rule
65(d) are no mere technical requirements. The Rule was
designed to prevent uncertainty and confusion on the
[*29] part of those faced with injunctive orders, and to
avoid the possible founding of a contempt citation on a
decree too vague to be understood.” Schmidt v. Lessard,
414 U.S. 473, 476, 38 L. Ed. 2d 661, 94 S. Ct. 713
(1974). Nonetheless, "we will not set aside injunctions
under Rule 65(d) ’unless they are so vague that they have
no reasonably specific meaning.’ ” United States v. K-7
Oil Co., 63 F.3d 909, 913 (9th Cir. 1995) (quoting E. &
J. Gallo Winery v. Gallo Cattle Co., 967 F.2d 1280, 1297
(9th Cir. 1992)).

The district court's injunction satisfies Rule 65(d)’s
specificity requirements. It demands that AMC "modify
its policies regarding companion seating to ensure that a
companion of a wheelchair-bound patron be given
priority in the use of companion seats . . . [up until] ten
(10) minutes prior to show time." This order provides
"fair and precisely drawn notice of what the injunction
actually prohibits.” Granny Goose, 415 U.S. at 444
(emphasis supplied). Indeed, the injunction could not
have been much clearer in describing what AMC must
do to comply with its dictates.

AMC's argument to the contrary is grounded upon
the [*30] misconception that the district court must also
elucidate how to enforce the injunction. But Rule 65(d)
does not require this of the district court. Rather, the
Rule compels the court to "describe in reasonable detail .
. . the act or acts sought to be restrained." Fed. R. Civ. P.
65(d). The district court's injunction is quite clear on this
front: it dictates that AMC must ensure that companions
to wheelchair-bound patrons be able to sit with their
companions until ten minutes before the film begins. The

AFFIRMED
APPENDIX A

[SEE PHOTOGRAPHS IN ORIGINAL]
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SUPERVISOR’S ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION.REPORT
&‘ t t 3

INSTRUCTIONS: The supervisor will initiate and submit this form within 48 hours to GENERAL* SERVICES for an
accident involving personal injury, whether or not all required information is availaufe. 4#(additional space is needed
use additional sheets. /. 7

Cent^fee'n,
Bakery' 'Ar o * v : .

4. Exac*2.Facility or Office Name 3. Unit / Entity or Acronym1. District

Florida State Hospital Food ServiceD2 f8. Witnesses6. Time 7. Date Reported5.Date of Occurrence
IE3 PM

12:50 DAM 02/09/2003 Bridgette King02/09/2003
11.Employee's Class Code and Title
Food Support Worker
6213

10. Employee’s S.S. Number9. Injured Employee’s Name

Annette Carroll
14.Total Injuries

This Fiscal Year
13. Type of

AcddenWncldent
12.Injury

Classification ElFlrsi Aid: There Is no time lost other than the day of injur/.
Disabilng: The employee Is off the Job one or more days, excluding the day of Injury.
Fatal ^ Cu

15. Describe how the accWent/lncident occurred and what Injury the employee sustained.
While cutting up cabbage employee sliced the tip of her left thumb offsj?

Ûr\fYt4& Sfazt-cm'GflfS
K!Yes No

Yes [3 No
N/A ffiCglYea No

16. Wds the Injury due to an unsafe condition? IS No Yes If yes, explain the hazardous condition and what was done to remove/correct the
condition.

Was Injury work related?
Was medical treatment refused?
Was protective safety equipment available?

ElYes
Yes

No
IS No

Was it available?
Was It used? N/A

C/fc OjlM NCr-6 NDTSMITKLT,dt
17.\Nas the Injury due to an Unsafe act? No |3 Yes If yes, explain the situation and Indicate If prevention training Is available to correct this

behavior.;lf training is available/applicable,when was the last time the employee attended?

Employee was cutting up cabbage without using a cutting glove and cut off
the tip of her left thumb , . . /

Mtimaw ]oh /

CUJL.
DNO £3 Yes If yes, explain.18. Does the supervisor liave a recommendation to prevent this accldent/lncfdent from happening again?

Is there prevention training available for this type of accident/incident? QYes [3No
If not, refer employee to applicable training.
Employee will be scheduled for safety training. Employee should put

^safety cutting gloves when using a knife.
on

rW’/fAl *n

CD
"T*Clydle M. Dudley G£/10/£003

•Supervisor’s Name (please print) Date
OJ ?* Copy of this report must go to the employee.

_ 3=̂LJ Do not concur. State Reason(s).-̂nConcur with supervisor's Investigative report.9. Safety Committee Actions: rn—“5
CT3 i—
Cu?RECEIVED•wLiawsr

f -

FEB 1 0 2003
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?!•

RESPONDENT HAS VIOLATED THE (Check One)
FloridaCivilRightsAct of1992, AsAmended
FloridaFairHousingAct, AsAmended,OR

IN THE MANNER SPECIFICALLY DESCRIBED BELOW:

- i

CD
JT :xSSee Attached cz

CZCJ
'Z>ZXJ

TO
rn3.—c'<

> i

CD•«
oo

CO
-VJ*

Q THE DISPUTED ISSUES OF MATERIAL FACT, IF ANY, ARE AS LISTED BELOW:

SEE Attached

£g THE ULTIMATE FACTS ALLEGED & ENTITLEMENT TO RELIEF ARE AS LISTED BELOW:

See Attached

3* Note that f ) additional pages have been initialed, dated and attached

WHEREFORE,Petitioner prays that theFlorida Commission onHuman Relationsenter its order prohibiting the
discriminatorypractice andgrantingsuch ive reliefas maybejust and equitablein this cause.

0 7 / 2 7 / 2 0 0 4
PetitionerDate

3 FCHR 06/02-05-2004



3. Respondent has violated the Florida Civil Rights Act of 1992, as
amended in the manner specifically described below:

Complainant was denied promotion to Lease Renewal Manager position
numerous times throughout her employment by respondent. Each time the
position became available it was given to a man despite his qualifications
versus hers. On several occasions, the complainant would temporarily hold
the position without additional pay or “title” while the respondent searched
for a man to hire or promote. Based on all of the information available to
the complainant at this time, the respondent has had only one female
manager at that specific location managed by Tony Kopp. Her name was
Stephanie Dobbler, wife of the Comptroller, Scott Dobbler, who was at the
same time being considered for the General Manager position. After 13
years on the job, her short-lived management role of less than one year
ended when her husband was not promoted.

4. The disputed issues of material fact are as listed below:

In response to the Summary of Investigative findings...
aa) If complainant’s sales performance was “generally satisfactory to

below average”, why was she employed for so long, February 1994
-April 2002, as stated by the respondent?

bb) The complainant did state that she “could not work the numbers on
the computer” but not because she did not know how as insinuated
by the respondent but because the respondent would not allow her
to. She was given her own password to access the system.
The complainant was told she was being considered for the Lease
Renewal Manager position after Steve Ridge’s resignation by both
Scott Dobbler the Comptroller and Chris Sarasino the President.
As stated by the respondent, Roger Myers was “a retail sales
person” and a “fleet and sales representative”. Similar to the
complainant, he did not have managerial experience in the
Automotive Industry. The respondent states their General Sales
Manager “believed that Mr. Myers would do a good job in the
Leasing Manager position because he had significant experience
working with commercial customers in both sales and leasing.” So
did the complainant. Additionally, she had been assisting in the
leasing department for years at this point certainly making her
more qualified.

Pdijf7 - 3,7 -aooi/



The respondent neglected to provide a response to promoting Todd
Nicholson to the Lease Renewal Manager position and Paul
Cotton, neither of which had automotive managerial experience,
better sales numbers, or had taken the PSR test (to the best of the
complainants knowledge) used by the respondent as an excuse for
not promoting the complainant. Why is it that the respondent
claimed to need “some insight as to whether an individual is a
good fit for a particular job” when it came time to promote female
employees but not male employees? At random, some male
employees were given the PSR test but were promoted regardless
of the results.

cc) The second witness was not overlooked for the position but was
actually given the position by the General Sales Manager, Pete
Lewis, and then told by the General Manager, Tony Kopp “There
will never be a woman manager in my store -1 don’t care how
qualified they are or how well they do the job.” She quit.
The respondents General Manager, Glenn Wood, responded to the
second witnesses comment by stating “no such comments were
made by any of the respondents officials.” How would he have
know what was said? He did not work at Kelly Ford when Ms.
Bergen was employed there.
If Mr. Kopp believes Ms. Bergen’s statement to be false and
“contradictory to the way he manages the business”, please request
evidence showing all of the female managers he has employed
during his tenure. You will find only one, I do believe.
The witnesses’ resume can be provided upon request. While she
did in fact work as an exotic dancer to pay for college as many
young women do, she graduated Class Salutatorian from
Northwood University’s Automotive Management/Marketing
program with nearly a 4.0 GPA. After receiving her Bachelor’s
degree, she went on to have a successful career managing a $1.2
million dollar sales territory for Reynolds and Reynolds, an
automotive systems and form company.

5. The ultimate facts alleged and entitlement to relief are as listed
below:

The complainant’s original complaint was received by the Florida
Commission on Human Relations December 2, 2002. The respondent was
to have received a copy within 10 days of the letter of receipt dated

RLH^-



December 17, 2002. After numerous attempts throughout 2003 to get
information from the Florida Commission on Human Relations regarding
her case made by both herself and her lawyer (who has since dropped the
case and moved out of the area), no response was given. It was not until
being contacted by Timea McMillen May 13, 2004 that the complainant was
notified of the ensuing investigation. On that date, without the assistance of
a lawyer, the complainant was given less than 15 days to obtain sworn
affidavits from witnesses, most of whom she had had little to no contact with
since her termination April 17, 2002. After receiving one sworn affidavit
from a witness and speaking on the phone with another, the case was
abruptly closed July 1, 2004 without any additional time given to the
complainant to provide further evidence. The respondent was given nearly
17 months to prepare a response to the complainant’s complaint with the
assistance of a team of lawyers while the complainant was given less than 15
days to provide evidence on her own, without legal assistance, as there was
not even time enough for her to seek counsel.
On this one issue alone, I, Karen Laraway, the complainant request a motion
for extension of time to file a more formal “Petition for Relief ' if it is
determined to be necessary. Otherwise, I am requesting an Administrative
Hearing to prove that I was in fact unlawfully discriminated against based on
gender in the workplace. Additionally, I am requesting a copy of my entire
file including all of the exhibits 1-12 provided by the respondent and all tabs
A-D of the investigative materials. I understand that I will need to pay for
these and I am prepared to do so as I will need to review them in order to
better prepare for the hearing as I intend at this time to represent myself.
With regards to the question of relief, I believe that I am entitled to receive
financial compensation in an amount equal to the difference between the
wage I actually earned versus the wage earned by the less qualified man
hired for the position I should have been promoted into. In addition, I
believe I should be compensated for the loss of future income I could have
earned as a result of having been given the “title” Lease Renewal Manager
and the experience I would have gained as Lease Renewal Manager to add to
my resume.

)<U 7'27-^OOV ^ooy^g-
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i
the remaining percentage. Based on the facts, it was
concluded that the cosmetologist was an employee of the
salon.

i
INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR !

If you work for yourself rather than for another, you are
not an employee. You are considered self-employed, or
and independent contractor, in business for yourself.

In another situation booth renters were found not to be
employees.2 Similarly a beautician who enters into a
“lease agreement” for space in a salon could be an
employee,3 or could be an independent contractor.4 The
fact that someone is “leasing” space is not conclusive that
the individual is an independent contractor or an
employee. As with any situation, all the facts and
circumstances relating to independence and control are
relevant in determining employment status.

If you have an arrangement or contract with a business
owner to provide certain services, you may be either an
employee or an independent contractor. Whether you are
an employee or an independent contractor depends on the
facts and circumstances, including some of the factors
listed in the “EMPLOYEE” section. A contract that
states that you are an independent contractor does not
automatically mean you are an independent contractor
for tax purposes! If you are receiving payments from the
business and you are an independent contractor (self-
employed), you should receive a Form 1099-MISC
showing payments to you by the business owner.

Tax Responsibilities of a Booth Renter Who is an
Independent Contractor

• You must report all income (including tips ) on
Schedule C or Schedule C-EZ Form 1040, U.S.
Individual Income Tax Return, if appropriate.
Social Security and Medicare Taxes must be
reported on Schedule SE (Form 1040).

• You must issue Form 1099-MISC for business
rent paid of $600.00 or more to nog-corporate
landlords each year.

• You must issue a Form 1099-MISC<or Form .̂ W
dr

2, Wage and Tax Statement, to any (workers yejTj
may have.

* T i ;

• Estimated taxes must be paid eaclrT}uaiterfohl!
Form 1040ES, Estimated Tax for Individual^• You may deduct allowable expenses!incKwftagW
rent, supplies and utilities on the"IapproprSte
income tax return. °

Factors that may indicate that you are an independent
contractor and not an employee include:

• Having a key to the salon
• Setting your own schedule
• Purchasing your own products, and/or

• Having your own telephone number

o
y j

4 r rfc* ‘ ' '

CO

INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR TAX
RESPONSIBILITIES

• You should receive Form 1099-MISC from the salon
owner.

• You must report all of your income (including tips)
on the appropriate Income Tax form, such as

. Schedule C or Schedule C-EZ, Form 1040, U.S.
Individual Income Tax Return.

• The income is subject to self-employment tax (Social
Security and Medicare) and reported on Schedule SE.

• You will probably be required to pay estimated taxes

on Form 1040-ES. Estimated tax payments are made
quarterly.

U3 O—
Example: Jane Smith is a cosmetologist who owns
Jane's Salon. Her friend, James Doe, recently received
his cosmetolog}' license. Jane has agreed to let James
rent a workstation for a fixed monthly fee. Jane will
furnish air conditioning . lights, and water. James will
order all of his other supplies and will set up his own
appointments. James is just starting out and he hasn 7
built up a steady clientele. His work hours will vary, but
this won 7 be a problem because he will have a key to the
shop. Jane Smith is the shop owner and landlord. Jane
receives no other payments from James other than a fixed
monthly fee. Subject to the fixed monthly fee he pays
Jane, James is entitled to keep all fees and tips that he
earns from his customers and does not account to Jane
for the fees that he receives. He determines his own work
routine. James is a booth renter who is an independent
contractor.

You may deduct allowable expenses on your Schedule C
or Schedule C-EZ on Form 1040, U.S. Individual Income
Tax Return.

BOOTH RENTER

If you are an operator leasing space in someone else’s
shop or salon, you are a booth renter. Just because
someone has a lease agreement to “lease" space in
someone else's shop or salon does not mean he/she is an
independent contractor, in one situation a cosmetologist
agrees to “lease” a space in a salon for the purpose of
operating individually and catering to his or her own
customers. The cosmetologist was paid a specified
percentage of all money taken in with the salon retaining

Generally, the common law rules apply in determining
whether a worker is an employee for tax purposes. Under

i Rev. Rul. 70-488, 1970-2 C.B. 219
2 Rev. Rul. 57-110, 1957- I C.B. 329
3 Rev. Rul. 73-591, 1973- 2 C.B. 377
4 Rev. Rul 73-592, 1973 - 2 C.B. 338
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If the worker has the opportunity to realize a profit or
incur a loss, this also suggests the worker is an
independent contractor.

the common law rules, a worker is an employee if the
person or company for whom the employee performs
services can control what will be done and how it will be
done. This is so even if the worker is given freedom of
action. What matters is that the person or company for
whom the services are performed has the right to control
the details of how the services are performed.

Relationship of the Parties

A written contract may show what both the business
owner and the worker intend and indicate how the
business owner and the worker perceive their
relationship. Additionally, if the worker receives benefits,
such as health insurance, the worker may be an employee.

in deciding whether a worker is an employee or an
independent contractor under the common law, it is
necessary to consider the facts and circumstances of the
relationship of the worker and the business,

information that provides evidence of the degree of
control and the degree of independence must be
considered. Facts that provide evidence of the degree of
control and independence fall into three categories:
behavioral control, financial control, and the type of
relationship of the parties.

All
Shop Chvner/Employer

If you own or operate a salon and have workers who are
not independent contractor or booth renters, you are the
employer of those workers. As the employer, wages paid
to your employees are generally subject to withholding.
Tips your employees receive from customers are
considered wages under the law.Behavioral Control

You must collect Social Security, Medicare (FICA)
Withholding and Income Tax Withholding on employee
wages and tips. Your employee must report his or her tips
to you by the 10th of the month following the month that
tips are received. The report should include tips that may
have been added to a credit card ticket or check and paid
to the employee {service provider), as well as tips the
employee (sendee provider) received in cash directly
from customers. Your employee may report the tips on
Form 4070, Employee 's Report of Tips to Employer, or on
a similar statement. The statement must be signed by the
employee and must show the following:

These factors show whether there is a right to direct or
control how the worker does the work. The presence of
these factors showing direction and control tends to
indicate that the worker is an . employee. The business
does not have to actually direct or control the way the
work is done, as long as the employer has the right to
direct and control the work.
If the worker receives instructions from the owner on how
work is to be done, this suggests direction and control by
the owner. Instructions can cover a wide range of topics,
for example:

• The employee's name, address, and Social
Security number

• Your name and address
• The month or period the report covers
• The total tips

Example: The stylists at Brenda fs Hair Barn were given
Publication 1244, Employee's Daily Record of Tips and
Report to Employer, when they were hired\ Every Friday\
Brenda requires the stylists to give her a completed and
signed Form 4070, Employee's Report of Tips to
Employer.

• What tools or equipment to use
• How, when, or where to do the work
• What assistants to hire to help with the work
• Where to purchase supplies and services

Additionally, if the worker receives training on required
procedures and methods, this suggests the business owner
wants the work done in a certain way, and the worker may
be an employee.

Financial Control

These factors show whether there is a right to direct or
control financial aspects of the business. For example, if
the worker has a significant financial investment in the
facilities he or she uses in working that is an indication
that the worker is an independent contractor.

Shop Owner/Employer Tax Responsibilities

The responsibilities of the employer include:

• Notifying employees of their responsibility
to report their tips to you and establishing a
tip reporting system.

• Including the total of tips reported to you in
total wages when you complete Social
Security and Medicare (FICA) Withholding

If the worker is not reimbursed for some or all of the
operating expenses, then the worker may be an
independent contractor, especially if the un-reimbursed
business expenses are high.
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